
 

 

 

 

INJURY PREVENTION 

Quick Review of Safety 
Avoid Shortcuts 
Common Shortcuts 
Some of the most common shortcuts include: 
• Direct lines from point A to B. People often would rather climb 

over a small snowbank than walk around it to the shoveled 
path, or would rather cut across the grounds to the door 
instead of following a cleared sidewalk located farther away.  

• Closer doors to the destination. In some facilities, not all 
pathways or doors are cleared of snow. These locations may be 
the closest entrances to your destination, but are not the 
safest paths to take to get there.  

 
Avoid Shortcuts 
Even though you may use shortcuts regularly during the winter 
without any problems, the risk of an injury is greater. Don’t let 
yourself be the person who gets hurt when a safer alternative is 
nearby. 
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This document is intended for general purposes only and should not be construed as legal or coverage 
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